**Supporting TA**lent in Re**S**earch@University of Padova (STARS@UNIPD) – Call for proposals 2019

**Call Opening:** 10 January 2019  
**Application deadline:** 2 April 2019, 1 p.m. (Italian time zone)

---

**F.A.Q.**

Clarifications for researchers on a fixed-term contract of type a) or type b) at UNIPD (RTDa or RTDb):

1) **Q:** If a candidate is a RTDa or RTDb and applies for the category Starting or Consolidator grants, does he/she need to upload the Letter of Commitment signed by the Head of the Host Department?  
   **A:** RTDa and RTDb should upload the Letter of Commitment.

2) **Q:** If a candidate is RTDa or RTDb and applies for the category Starting, does he/she need to foresee the cost for the PI?  
   **A:** Yes, we suggest to foresee a cost for the PI if the current contract does not entirely overlap the duration of STARS grants.

3) **Q:** If a candidate is RTDa or RTDb and applies for the category Starting grants, which is the Maximum funding covering research costs (amount for two years)?  
   **A:** It depends on the MacroArea according to table at page 4 in the call: PE 100kEuro, LS 100kEuro and SH 60kEuro.
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